2006 dodge ram 1500 starter

When I turn the key, the gauges and radio turn on but the truck does not even crank. It will
usually start after cycling the key on and off a few times. It has gotten really bad lately and I'm
afraid it won't start. I have tried shifting the truck into neutral and back to see if it is a bad park
switch but it doesn't help. Any help would be appreciated. Tamisha answered 6 years ago. Do
you hear a click coming from under the hood when you turn the key. If so does it happen every
time you turn the key over or occasionally. If that clicking occurs when you turn the key over
and the car starts but when you don't hear the click the car doesn't start. And you said it starts
sometime. It sounds like your starter. And keep in mind if your battery gets too low from trying
to crank the vehicle the starter will not have enough juice to start. Giulio answered 5 years ago.
Seems to be an ongoing issue with the same defective ignition switch in these vehicles as the
Ford, Honda, Acura, Lexus, Toyota, and Infinity that all use the same bad parts. Change the
ignition switch and consider yourself lucky you didn't get cheated by crooked dealerships and
dishonest manufacturers. Definitely not the starter.. Known to be problems with these Ram are
faulty ignition switches that burn out but not completely so they work intermediately. Ignition
switch is something you can do yourself for less than 50 bucks. You tube has a couple helpful
videos.. Just don't touch the Airbag screws!! I had this problem. Try hitting the starter with a
hammer a few times. Not hard just like knocking on a door. My 05 wouldn't start and I pulled it
for test at autozone and it would test good. Buddy of mine said try hitting it so I finally did and it
worked. GuruZMR answered 3 years ago. I have a Ram 5. Turn the key, gauges radio everything
but the starter comes on. The trick I found I'd if I hold the ignition switch to the starting position,
15, 30, a minute, sometimes longer, it'll finally crank over and start. Not sure what's causing
this. Almost like a Deisel that you have to warm the glow plugs before you can start it's not sure
what the problem is though. Guru9X8HL answered 3 years ago. Just tried guruZMR's
suggestion and it worked!! Now the real question is why??? Brucehotglass answered 3 years
ago. My Dodge Ram did this yesterday afternoon. Started fine, took it down to the local store,
then when I went to start it, nothing. Wouldn't even crank. Fortunately, the local mechanic is
right by there, and he came over with his battery pack no luck , then tried tapping the starter
nothing , so he and a helper pushed it over to the station, which is fortunately, slightly downhill.
Now get this: they tried it again, and - you guessed it, it started right up. It was close to closing
time, so I left it there, and he's going to see if he can find the problem today. I will see him this
morning and mention the ignition switch. Hope that's all it is. The mechanic said it appeared the
shifter was sticking a bit, and thus wasn't getting all the way into "park". He freed it up, and
tried running it a few times. Seems to have fixed it, for now anyway. At any rate, if it does
happen again, I'll know to try moving the shifter, perhaps out of park, then back in, making sure
there's a click, so I know it's in park. Didn't charge me anything. GuruW3XDR answered 2 years
ago. I have problems with not starting some morning's. How can I fix that. I get up at am in the
morning I need my truck running. Lawrence answered 2 years ago. Happened to me one time
before but worked after a few tries. Happened all day today but i figured out of you just take the
key fob out and lock the doors and if you have command start use that then unlock doors put
fob back in ignition and turn on and she'll go worked everytime gonna get it replaced tho. Kyle
answered 2 years ago. I had this same issue. Left stranded like 20 time over 3 years. Changed
my ignition switch for less than 50 bucks and BAM truck starts everytime now. GuruV58T9
answered 2 years ago. I had the same problem i cleaned the grounds and positive connections
and put a battery that had cranking amps and bumped the key fired right up. Latasha answered
2 years ago. Bob answered 2 years ago. What im finding is ignition switch on mine is the issue
even after dealership put in new batteries in both fobics they were convinced that batteries were
the issue if i open door and turn key on it will start. Good afternoon everyone I have a Dodge
Ram that I have been having this problem for several years now. I have replace the ignition
switch the ignition control module both in the steering column as well I have multiple times
clean the cables check the ground Etc. Several months ago I bought a new battery and that
seemed to correct it however it has started up again recently. I'm beginning to think maybe
something in the shifter or the brake pedal they may be a required connection before the
ignition switch works I don't have a wiring schematic but I will update if I have any success in
the meantime I'd appreciate any input as I continue my Pursuit. Evans72 answered 2 years ago.
I have a Dodge Ram and I have the same issue. I definitely think you are on the right track. My
ignition will click, then I have to put my foot on the brake and wiggle my gear shift. This seems
to make it start. GuruXY1LR answered 2 years ago. I have a similar problem with my ram. It will
start with remote but will not go into drive seems like a security problem any advice? I put
above that I fixed it with the ignition switch. Same issue. No mechanic can help. Driving me
nuts! SaintedNine answered 2 years ago. I was able to reset the computer on the truck by
unhooking both battery cables from the battery and then touching them together. Andy
answered 2 years ago. I have a Dodge Ram and it starts and drives but when I turn it off then try

to start back up it don't I have to wait a few seconds then it will start back up. My 96 ram is
doing the dame. Clicking under the hood and then starts. Has anyone determined what it is?
Kathy answered 2 years ago. Kyle did you check all ignition fuses it's different for every vehicle.
Check Ignition and fuel pump fuses under the hood and interior fuse box even if not blown
corroded connector could be an issue and the IOD fuse Swap the ASD relay with Air
compressor one try to start then check air conditioner to see if it works If that's OK then it's
before all that like ignition switch break in wires in the steering column or bad ground break or
short in OBD 2 port Possible it's the body module uhhhgg cars!!! The one think I can't figure out
if a ignition switch can work just enough to start the car but not enough to send the right
voltage to the ASD relay Sorry guys typo in last comment it's suppose to read The one thing not
think I think! Hey guys I came across this on the autozone sight for repairs it explains the Skim
module Security Key Immobilizer. I hope it helps all of us Hey guys just came across this as well
If you need a new SKIM Module Security Key Immobilizer Module lovate around the key barrel
see my previous answers for Web site make sure whoever is programming ithey need to
disconnext the battery and discharge it or skim programming won't work. Dwayne99rulz
answered 2 years ago. I agree with security issue. About twice a year I have the same issue
where everything works except for the starter engaging and I don't touch the switch or gear
shift all I do is disconnect the battery reconnect it and it starts immediately. Obviously any
clicking would indicate a starter issue. Touching only bat cables would also rule out ignition
switch. ThinBlueLine answered 2 years ago. My Dodge Ram did the same thing. All power on
but nothing happened when you turned the key. I just disconnected and then reconnected the
battery and it turned over. Problem solved for me. GuruBK8WT answered 2 years ago. I hv a
dosge ram same problem wont start intermediary soon there after perviously runing. I believe
there are wiring issues on these dodges. Iam going to tear open the coulm and check it out n
trace every wire till i find it. Since this truck has left me stuck at least 15 times since i have
owned it :. Jody answered 2 years ago. I have a dodge ran I can even get my key fob to go in. I
had a really had time getting it out this am. Randall answered 2 years ago. I have a 99 Dakota 5.
Every now and then it won't crank or half cranks. Once I get it to start, it will start right up time
after time. Someone told me the ignition switches go bad in these. Just haven't had time to
check it out yet. Had battery checked at 3 different places, all said the battery was bad. Don't
think it is the battery. I think those places are set up to say your battery is bad to sell new ones.
GuruBSL97 answered about a year ago. Not sure how to get some input. My husbands truck
ram started this morning but the heat the stereo the signal lights nothinh would work N the
wipers wpuld not shut off unless u turned off the truck. So strange. Anyone have a answer to
this? Robert answered about a year ago. I have to hit the fusebox I thought it was just "restart
the computer" by disconnecting the negative on battery and it coincidently worked but was not
the problem. That's when I got the bright idea to check fuses none blown out Every time it
doesn't start, I hit the fusebox because I was mad when I realized it wasn't "reset computer".
Sometimes i hit it a few times. This often required action never let me down - yet! I post, hoping
for an answer, but also to let others know that there's "this" possible problem, too, concerning
06 ram Obviously, it's something not connected tight in the fusebox but everything's tight
Maybe it's a cheaply made part right below probably the relay, IDK. If it's broke, it keeps fixing
itself. GuruHYNX4 answered about a year ago. I had the problem where my key did not open the
door or the remote started to not start the truck my key switch would not start the truck one of
the helpful topics take the negative and positive terminal off touch them together for 30 seconds
reboot your computer and mine started thanks for the help. PanchoT answered about a year
ago. I had the same issue on an ram , like Robert said, hitting the fuse box worked for me, more
specifically the engine inline in the top right corner. I noticed the bolt holding it down was loose,
and noticed it was stripped when I tried to tighten it, but hitting it or pushing down on it did the
trick. But now no luck with that either. Any suggestions would be appreciated. Leinsterboy
answered about a year ago. GuruZMR suggestion worked on my 09 Ram 5. Inserted key turned
to start position and after a count of about 25 seconds it burst into life. Then started straight
away the next time. This is my second ignition switch!!!!!!! I have the same problem with my ram
I have been dealing with my truck not starting turning off while driving for a year. It was no big
deal cause I could slip it to neutral and start it up, but my not be on the first turn. But now with
turning off sometimes 60 times in an hour drive, it's time to fix it. Or u can turn it ever so slightly
and when and the vehicle we electronics all turn on then hold it right there and I mean right and
your good it'll never die. But if u move it, u will experience 1 of the 2 depending which way u
move die to the left or just drive with no extras but u get to where your going without the hassle
of the restart restart restart restart oh and alot of try to starts cause as done as u try to start and
u let it turn on its own to the run position will it went just a little to far back and it's off. So let's
say u don't even have to hold this with your hand either u u were crazy and rigged something

up that were to slightly rotate the fog clockwise or pull the top of the fob to the right it would be
as though your hand was there holding it while it wasn't there. Sorry forgot to give the rest of
info. So u can either buy a new ignition switch or just pull out the one u have and clean the 4
contacts. And as soon as u open it u will see why I said clean it and u will see where the contact
is made. Remember those are electrical components so clean properly, such as using some
delectrical grease. Ramjunk answered about a year ago. Had similar issue with my ram Drove
me crazy as after it was towed to dealer and taken off truck it would start. After going on for
several years I had the dealer put in a Stars report and before I could get home they had an
answer back from engineering. Problem is a known problem with the valve pack assy in the
transmission. This was replaced and problem resolved. Point here is if you are having weird
issues with your truck have the dealer submit a Stars report on problem. This issue does not
show up in any service bulletins so the dealers technicians have No idea of what the problem is.
You can surmise why they do this! GuruPS answered about a year ago. Sal in Clifton nj. I'm
done with Dodge rams because of starting issue. They really got you over a barrel. I'll never buy
another vehicle with a key fob. GuruPR6RC answered about a year ago. Hey guys I had a similar
problem with my 97 Dodge Ram. I'm going to back ground in electrical engineering so maybe
we can figure this out.. I'm thinking that Ramjunk is rot on in his assessment transmission
module has something to do with it. I've been fighting the same for well over a year constantly
randomly dying going down the road not wanting to start back up for a minute all the way up to
days before it will start back. But I'm thinking that this is not just a single problem this is
multiple problems that's causing everyone to have slightly different symptoms and it all has to
do with the steering column. I noticed after a while that I was having a hard time putting it in
park I have to jam at Park before I could start it wood nightstands for the safety feature but also
had to replace the factory coil with a mega Coil that came off of a compressor motor. It was the
only way I was able to get my motor running and get Spark so I believe it also has something to
do with a buildup of resistance from connections and the feedback through the ASD circuit. If
you add In any issues with the ignition switch then you have a recipe for disaster. Also ifyour
having electrical issues it goes without saying that Dodges are absolutely the worst for
complicated electrical issues. Wish me luck men. BVan answered about a year ago. I have a 98
Raman with 3. Engine used to die at speed while turning, usually left. Lived with that for two
years , turned out to be the power control module , PCM or brain box. Got one from a place in
Florida online, pre- programmed for my van. I have the Gonna try the new ignition. I have also
had the bad rotor and cap problem. Left me stranded on dauphin island while pulling a boat on
a two lane causeway 55mph speed limit. I fixed it by taking apart the ignition system from inside
the van. Have no idea how or what was wrong, but it ran for another miles before it developed
the PCM problem. Gotta love mopar! Steven answered 4 months ago. I have a ram That's when
the fun begins. However with a brand new fully charged battery I can put a battery charger to it
and it will Start right up. However this trick will not work if im trying to jump from another
vehicle battery it ONLY works with the big charger I have. Battery alternator starter all brand
new definitely not the issue. However on fuel pump side of things I cant hear it kick on after
turning key to on position however stick battery charger on it starts right up. I read the ignition
switch can cause this but unlikely with a fuel pump. I also read a faulty ignition can shut off fuel
system. It has gotten really bad lately and I'm af All dash lights, buzzers and gauges work as
normal. Battery is strong, cables are clean. When the key is turned to start, sometimes it cranks
right up somet Ran my low on gas and put some ot. Minutes after getting gas the trucks starts
to run rough, and eventually stalls. The truck will run in starting fluid. Fuel pump works and
there is 58 po It's not like we can take the shifter out - but it is like it is "floating" Can this be
repaired and a I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. How to fix an intermittent start problem
with ram Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Dodge RAM question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Truck was running, I shut it down to load some things in the back.
When I tried to restart it, nothing. We shorted it out to start it, and did that for several days.
Pulling the fuses was the only way to stop the engine and turn off the headlights. You can pull
the key and it keeps running with the lights on. The only way to start is to short and only way to
stop to pull fuses. So I've been having this problem for a while of when I hit a bump or go over
train tracks my truck would shut off, but then It'd just kick back on, sometimes it would shut off.
We thought it was the throttle position sensor but we changed that and it was still doing it. I let
it be and it stopped for maybe 3 months. Than it started doing it again, just not as much. Then

one day my truck just shut down all together, wouldn't turn on, it'd crank but it wouldn't turn
over, my dad ran some codes and went to multiple auto stores and a dealership and they had no
idea what he was talking about. Till someone told him it needed a whole new "computer", and
it'd start right up. Well, we got a used computer and it didn't start but my check engine light did
come on, finally. It never came one before so we were toying with it, and he took a spark plug
off, and he told me to try to start it, I turned the key, and it was doing the same thing, but it tried
to turn over. Put the spark plug back on and all it did was crank again. We are starting to think it
has to do with the wiring but what could it be? No one knows what it could be. Not even a damn
dodge dealership. Every so often 1 - 3 times a week I will turn the ignition key and nothing will
happen. Dead silence. No click of the starter or anything. The dealership couldn't fix the
problem and I have no idea what to do to fix it. Very frustrating. I've tried everything. All the
necessary components have been replaced and it still does not start periodically. I have to turn
the key many times 20 - times. That's right, times and eventually it will start right up. There has
to be some explanation to this problem. Please let me know. If you have a for-profit service,
contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3 reports. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Ram problem yet. Be the first! Find a
good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free
service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air
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